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E.D.Cd $emiconductor

Nn*1500x104

per *3

on I No Pr,

L.5 x t0-1e ,
1.190 * 1021

1.45, t0r6

1.45 x 10lo

per cm 3

per *3

1015

t-

Vl = Y'lnl
L

= 26mV = 25 x10-3 V

5 x L0-2
=20 (o-m){

= QNaPp

= !.6 x L0-1e x No x 0.18

= 6.95, 1.020 per m

= 2.5 Q-cm = 2.5 x L0-2 C)-m

= t= 1

Pn 2.5x'1.0-2

= 40 (a-m){

1

Pp

Now height of potential barrier means juncti

3

YJ

l

Per m

tential

oNo

At room temperature, V,

Sol. : Case i I pp = S0-cm = 5 x10-2 Cl-m

op =

Now for p-type material, Pp = 
N A

oP

2A

NA

Similarly pn

on

barrier. (Dec-91)

Assume : Vn = 0.38 m2 N-s, ni=2.5 * 101i Per cm' , V, = 0.1? cmz N-s

vr = Z6xro-3 *hl &lo2rxl.lexlo2r I'xtnl 
l

S*uneresxttartyofthetwo):,;,,,:;,J**ogermaniumjunctionsare5Cl.cmon
V i',;;;;';;' ; ; ;; ;;; ;*: ;,;,,ii,",{,-;;;;,i,i, i,|*otor uarrier

If the resistiaities of the sides are interchanged, calculate the height af the potential
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Now for n-type material, nn i No

on

40

ND

Now Vr = 26 mV at room temperafure.

vI=

=

= 9No Pn

= 1..6 x L0-1e * No ,0.38

= 6.578 * L02o pe, m 3

= 2f *1013 per cm, = 
Z's"1,0ts 

pe. ,n 3

= 2.5 x101e perrn3

Na Nn
n?

ni

urrrL

26 x10-3

I
l
* 1020 x 6.58, 1020hl 6.95

(2.5 x 10re f

(

Case iil

and

while

and

= 0.171. V.

Pn = 5x1.0-2Q-m

on = 1 
=20(a-m){

pn

on = gNOlr^
20 = 1.6x10-lexNox 0.38

ND = 3.28 * 1020 pe, *3

Pp = 2.5 Q-cm = 2.5 x 10-2 O-m

1op = '=ag(O-m){
'Pp

= 9Ne tlp
= 1.6 x 10-1e * Na * 0.18

= 1.389 x L021 pe. *3
= 26 x10-3 V

= Y'tnt wl^L "f l

oP

4A

NA

VT

vr

= 25xto4 ml 1.389x

L(
1021 x3.28*1010

(2.5 x \01e )2

= 0.171.V.
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And the t equation (2.15)

conditions and"com describes
is applicable for both forward and reverse biased

the V-I characteristics of p-n iunction diode. The

appropriately for applying the equation in case ofsign of voltage V must be c6hsidged
forward and reverse biased conditi

Mathematical Expression for the Dynamic Resistance

We have seen earlier that the dynamic resistance is the reciprocal of the slope of the

V-I characteristic of a diode. For the incremental+hanges in voltage and current \ve can

write,

r=
Slope of graph

1

,r[#ev/'r'h]

1 -Vi4V1.0 t

nV,
1,

l-arl
Lo,l

Now current equation of a diode is given by,

I - ro 
Gv/r1v1 - t)

(2.18)

(2.1e)

... (2.21)

... (2.22)

dI
dV

tCI
dV

f= l-arll__l

LavJ
tl Vr (2.20)

Io evlqvr

But from the current equation we can write,

I - Ioev/nu' -Io

Ioev/nvt = I+Io

Substituting in equation (2.20), we get, 
rr = lvr =Dvnamicresistance
I+ 16 r

While determining the value of dynamic resistance under forward biased and

reverse biased conditions, the general expression, equation (2.20) is used. For forward

biased condition treat V positive while for reverse biased condition treat V as negative,

while using the expression. The following example will clear the use of the generalised

expression in calculating forward and reverse dynamic resistance.
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(( ) *2,*+Wathematical Expression of Transition Capacitance C1

Consider a p-n junction diode, the two sides of which are not equally doped.

Impurity added on one side is more than the other. Assume that p-side is lightly doped

u.d r,-rid. is heavily doped. As depletion region Penetfates lightly doped side, the most

of depletion region is on p-side as it is lightly doped as shown in the Fig. 2.15.

Fig.2.15 Unequally doped p'n junction diode

It can be further assumed that concentration of acceptor impurity on P-side (Na ) is

much less than the concentration of donor impurity on n-side (Np). Hence the width of

depletion region on n-side is negligibly small compared to width of depletion region on

p-iide. Hence the entire depletion region can be assumed to be on the p-side only.

The relationship between potential and charge density is given by Poisson's

equation as/

dt y = gNa (2.36)
dx2

x=
t

the distance measured from the junction.

the permittivity of the semiconductor.

6o tt
permittivity of free sPace

.., (2.37)

a,

b

to =

t'
I

where

and

where

=8.849*10-12 F/m
36 n* LOe

and ar = relative permittivity of the semiconductor

= 'r:t;'-il*:"ium

Note : [n poisson's equation, the concentration of lightly clopeci side is used. If we assume

that n-type is lightly aop.d compared to p-type then as Np less than Na, Poisson's

equation modifies to,
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ry- = 
qNo

d'xz t

Integrating equation (2'36) w'r't' x we get'

I fla. = I gNoa*

= 9Ne x* ... (2.38)

dxt

Assume constant of integration as zero'

No* dv is the electric field intensity over the region 0 to w over which depletion

dx
region is sPreaded'

... (2.40)

At x = W, V = VB which is barrier potential

Now barrier potential is the difference between internally developed iunction

potenial and extenrally applied bias voltage

VB = Vl-V "'(2'41)

where vs is barrier potential and v must be taken as negative for reverse bias

Substituting in equation (2'40) we get'

vB =++
From the above equatiol it can be observed that 'wcffi

n 9Ne x
tr= t

where E is electric field intensity'

To get the potential, int"tt"ti: equation (2'38) we get'

IsLa* = T+xdx
v = QNe If-

t2

The width of barrier i.e. depletion layer increases with applied reverse bias'

If A is the area"of cross-section of the junction, then net charge Q in the distance w is

O = 
Number of charged Particle
x charge on each Particle

a = [No xVolum"]*q

... (2.3e)

... (2.42)

... (2.43)

ia
!,
a,
i

I
t
It*
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a = NnAWq
Now differentiating equation Q.a\ with respect to V,

1, = 1Ne q iglll .zw2 r Ldvl

(2.44)

... (2.4s)

(2.46)

(2.47)

... (2.48)

dw
=

dV 9Na w
4

dQ = N^ Ao dw
dv '' 'dv

= Ne Aq.+ *^ qNaW
dQ = eA
dvw

nut $ is the transition capacitance C1 hence
dV

^ aA
l-\-.n,w

I
I
\

Now from equation Q.aD we know that V6 = Vl - V and for reverse bias V is
negative. Hence for reverse biased condition we get VB = VI * V where V is applied
reverse biased voltage. So as reverse biased voltage increases, VB increases. From
equation (2.a3), w€ can conclude that the width of depletion layer increases as reverse
bias increases. Increasing width W, decreases the transition capacitance C, . Hence
transition capacitance C1 decreases as the reverse bias voltage increases.

Cr cc+w "' (2'4e)

Hence the variation of C1 with respect to applied reverse biased voltage can be

shown as in Fig.2.1,6.

(Reverse bias) -15

Now differentiating equatio n (2.44),

Fig. 2.16 Cr against reverse biased voltage
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rf a reverse-biased p-n junction is illuminated, the
current varies almost linearly with the light flux. This
effect is exploited in the semiconductoi photodiocle.
This device consists of a p-njunction ernbedded in €
a clear plastic, as indicated in Fig. 3.20. Radiation €is allowed to fall upon one surface across the d,

junction. The remaining sides of the plastic are eitfier
painted black or enclosed in a metallic case. The
entire unit is extremely small and has dimensions of
the order of tenths of an inch. Fig. 3.20

volt-Ampere characteristics If reverse
voltages in excess of a few tenths of a volt are applied, an almost constant current (independent of themagnitude of the reverse bias) is obtained. The dark current corresponds to the reverse saturation currentdue to the thermally generated minority cariers. As explained in Sec. 3.2, these minority carriers ..fall
down" the potential hill at the junction, whereas this barrier does not allow majority carriers to cross thejunction' Now if light falls upon the surface, additional electron-hole pairs are formed. In Sec. 2.g we notethat it is justifiable to consider the radiation solely as a minori,ty-rorii* injector These injected minoritycarriers (for example, electrons in the p side) diffuse to the Sunclion, cross it, and contribute to the current.The reverse saturation current I, in u pln diode is proiortional to the concentrations pn, and np,, ofminority carriers in the n and'p ..g"ion, respectively. rf *" illuminate a reverse-biased p-n junction, thenumber of new hole-electron pairt it ptoportional to the number of incident photons. Hence the currentunder large reverse bias is I = Io *i, where /r, the short-circuit current, is proportional to the lightintensity. He-nce the vort-ampere tharicteristic ii given by 

vsr! vurrv,L' rD 
l

I = I, + I"(l - ,, t\vr 
)x

where I, I, and /,, represent the magnitude of the
reverse current, and v is positive for a forward
voltage and negative for a reverse bias. The
parameter 4 is unity for germanium and 2 for
silicon, andVTis the volt equivalent of temperature
defined by Eq.(3.10).

Typical photodiode volt-ampere characteristics
are indicated in Fig. 3.2r. The curves (with the
exception of the dark-current curve) do not pass
through the origin. The characteristics in the
millivolt range and for positive bias are discussed
in the following section, where we find that the
photodiode may be used under either short-circuit
or open-circuit conditions. It should be noted that
the characteristics drift somewhat with age. The
barrier capacit"ance C, = 10 pF, the dlnamic
resistance R = 50 M, and the ohmic resistanc e r =
100 f).

rl

illxi

S

S

ov

S

The construction of a sirniconductor
photodiode.

v
rt

(3.34)

600

+,
()

H 400
C)

o)
'oo

200

0

Fig. 3.21

l0 20 30 40
Reverse voltage, V

Volt-ampere characteristics for the 1it77
germanium photodiode. (Courtesy o.f
Syluania Electric Products, Inc.)

a

Clear plastic
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Sensitivity with Position of Illu-
mination The current in a reverse-biased
semiconductor photodiode depends upon the
diffusion of minority carriers to the junction. If the

radiation is focused into a small spot far away from
the junction, the injected minority carriers can

recombine before diffusing to the junction. Hence

a much smaller current will result than if the

minority calriers were injected near the junction.

The photocurrent as a function of the distance from
the junction at which the light spot is focused is
indicated in Fig. 3.22. The curve is somewhat
asymmetrical because of the differences in the

diffusion lengths of minority carriers in the p and n

Distance from junction, mm

Fig. 3.22 Sensitiuity of a semiconductor photodiode

as a function of the distance of the light
spot from the junction.
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sides. Incidentally, the spectral response of the semiconductor photodiode is the same as that for a
photoconductive cell, and is indicated in Fig.2.l2.

The p-n photodiode and, particularly, the improved n-p-n version described in Sec. 5.14 find extensive

application in light-detection systems, reading of film sound track, light-operated switches, production-

line counting of objects which interrupt a light beam, optical communication receivers, etc.

@: The Photovoltaic Effects

In Fig. 3.21 we see that an almost constant reverse current due to injected minority carriers is collected

in the p-n photodiode for large reverse voltages. If the applied voltage is reduced in magnitude, the

barrier at the junction is reduced. This decrease in the potential hill does not affect the minority current
(since these particles fall down the barrier), but when the hill is reduced sufficiently, some majority
carriers can also cross the junction. These carriers correspond to a forward current, and hence such a

flow will reduce the net (reverse) current. It is this increase in majority-carrier flow which accounts for
the drop in the reverse cument near the zero-voltage axis in Fig.3.2l. An expanded view of the origin in
this figure is indicated in Fig. 3.23. (Note that the first quadrant of Fig. 3.21 corresponds to the third
quadrant of Fig. 3.23.)

The Photovoltaic Potential If a forward bias is applied, the potential barrier is lowered, and

the rnajority current increases rapidly. When this majority current equals the minority current, the total

current is reduced to zero. The voltage at which zero resultant current is obtained is called the photovoltaic
potential. Since, certainl.,,, no current flows under open-circuiteci conditions, the photovoltaic emf is
obtained across the open terminals al a p-njunctioli.

An alternative (but of course equivalent) physical explanation of the photovoltaic effect is the following:
In Sec. 3.1 we see that the height of ttre potential barrier at an open-circuited (nonilluminated) p-n
junction adjr"rsts itseii'so that the resultant current irs zero. the electric field at the junction being in sucit

a direction as to i"epel the majority carriers" If light talls on the surface, minority carriers are injected,
and ,ince these tali down the ban iei', the rninr:nty cllfl'ent increases. Since under open-circuited conciitions
the total current rnusi reurain zercl. the niajority current (tbr example, the hole current in the p side) must

increase the same amount as the rninority current. This rise in ma3ority current is possible only if the

retarding fielci at the.junction i-. reciuced. Hence the ban"ier height is automatically lowered as a result of
the radiation. Across the diode terminals there appears ir voltage i,-rst equal to the amollnt bv which the

Current, pA

Dark current
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330 Transistor Biasing

Here Thevenin's equivalent voltage V, is given by

vr = 1" Y+ and
R,+R,

the R, and R, are replaced by R, which is the parallel combination of R, and R,

RB=ul#
Applying KVL to the base circuit we get, {:

Vr = IsRn*Vne+Gs+I.)R,
Differentiating w.r.t. I. and considering v* to be independent of I. we get,

o = dlu xR^ *dlu
AT 

xKB *-^ 'RE +Re

. aI
ai(Rr +Ru) = -RE

C

dls 
= 

_RE

)Ic R. + R,
We have already seen the generalized expression for stability

equation 6.9 is

l+P

"+=

... (6.38)

factor S given by

Substitutirrg value of ]!0b

Si

in the equati

S=

I -B (drs l1rc)
on 6.39 we get,

l+F

... (6.3e)

r+ettrk;)

S = (l+9)(Rr +Rr)
Rs+Rr+FRe

\__

(l+F)(R, +Rr)
Rn+(l+B)Rs

Dividing each term by Rr we get,
1+Rr/R,S = (1 +F; rrr\B/nE

' ' (1 +p )+Rn/R,
From equation d.40 we can observe foilowing important points
1. The ratio R e /R r controls value of stability factor s. Ifequation 6.40 reduces to r - Rs/

... (6.40)

... (6.41,)

eep ratio
Practically R, /R, * 0. But

$r/ns os small as possible.

S = (l+F).-l =;
(1 +F)

to have better stability factor S we have
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2. To keep R e /R e small, it is necessary to keep R, small. This means that
R, llR, must be small. Due to small value of R, and R2, potential divider circuit
will draw more current from Vcc reducing the life of the battery. So while
designing if we make Rz much smaller than R, then parallel combination results
small R, without drawing more current through Vc. {Another important aspect is
that reducing R n will reduce input impedance of thb circuit, since R s comes in
parallel with the input. This reduction of input impedarrce in amplifier circuits is
not desirable and hence R, cannot be made very small.)

3. Emitter resistance Ru is the another parameter we can use to decrease ratio
Rs/Rr.By increasing Rr w€ can make*s/R, small. But as we increase Rr, drop
Ie Rr will also increase and since V.. is constant, drop ac{gss R. will reduce. This
shifts the operating point Q which is not desirable and hence there is limit for
increasing R e .

Thus while designing voltage divider bias circuit we have to find Sompromising
values :

S - Small

& RB - Reasonably small

R E - not very large
4. If ratio RslRs is fixed, S increases with B. Therefore stability decreases with

increasing B.

5. Stability factor S is essentially independent of B for small value of S.

fNote : Stability factor S for voltage divider bias or self bias is less as compare to other
biasing circuits studied. So this circuit is most commonly used. )

8x.6.7 z Eor a circuit shown in Fig.
Rr =100m,R2 =Sldland

6J7,VcC=20V, Rc = 2ld),9=50,VBEort *0.2V,

- 10AQ. Calculate I s,Vce , I c and stability factor S.

V6s=20V

R'r=100kcl

Rz=5kQ

Re=2kcl

1,.

=1 00O

I+Is

IB
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in the collector current. The process is cumulative and it is referred to as self heating. The
excess heat produced at the collector base junction may even burn and destroy the
transistor. This situation is called 'Thermal runauray' of the transistbr.

6.8.1 Thermal Resistance
The steady state temperature rise at the collector junction is proportional to the power

dissipated at the junction. It is given as

,, AT = T, _Tu_=O p,
{,where I = ]unction temperafure in o C.'

T; = Ambient temperature ir, 'C.

and Pp = Power in watts dissipated a.t tJre collector junction.

... (6.63)

0 = Constant of proportionality.

The O which is constant of proportionality is referred to as thermal resistance.

o = 
T' -T;

PD

20 40 60 80 100

Case temperatur", 
oC

Fig. 6.43 Power temperature derating curve

' The unit of 0, the thermal resistance, is
T/watt. The typical values of 0 for various
transistors vary trom 0.2 : C/W for a high
power transistor with an efficient heat sink to
1000 ," C/W for a low power transistor. The
rtaximum collector power P. allowed for safe
operation is specified at 25 " C.

Fig. 6.43 shows power-temperature derating
curve for a germanium transistor.

It shows that above 25 " C, collector power
must be decreased, and at the extreme
temperature at which the transistor may
operate, P. is reduced to zero.

6.8.2 The Condition for Thermal Stability
As we know, the thermal runaway may even burn and destroy the transistor, it is

necessary to avoid thermal runaway. The required condition to avoid therrnal runaway is
that the rate at which heat is released at the collector junction must not exceed the rate at
which the heat can be dissipated. It is given by,

0P. - ?Po

AT, ori

... (6.54)

... (6.6s)
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voltage lnvo) to the change in drain current (No) at

a.c. drain resistance, rd = 
# 

at consta nt V^
Forinstance' if achangeindrainvoltage of 2Yproducesachangeindraincurrentof 0.02mA,then,

a.c. drain resistance, rd = _ .2Y = 100 kO
0.02 mA l

Referring to the output characteristics of a JFETin Fig. 1g.g, it is clear that above the pinch off
'oltage' 

the change.in lois small for a change in vrr.be.lrr. the curve is almost flat. Therefore,drain resistance of a JFET has a rarge value, iurging from 10 ko to 1 MfJ.;iii Trar:sconrl*ctance i gr'ri. The control that the gate voltage has over the drain current is

ff#Htlr?l,i:T::onductance 
gr, and is similar to the transconductance B,n orthe tube. rt may be

,on,'/ol),'!:,::'::,:l:'#f:r':,.0::* 
current (N,) to the change in gate-source vottage (Lvo,) at

Transconductance ,, gf , = #; at consta nt Vo,

The transconductance of a JFET is usually expressed either in mA/volt or micromho. As anexample' if a change in gate voltage of 0.1 v ,uu.", a change in drain current of 0.3 mA, then,
Transconductance' 8f, = tr# = 3mA/v = 3xl0-3A/vormhoors (siemens)

isdri Aens:Ei{icari*n facr*r { p i" rt is the ,r;:r:;::r:;l:x:"lrr',!l,riff;;:r"lj)^,
change in gate-source voltage (aycs) at constant drain current i.e.

Amplification factor, p = #P ar consta nt IoLVcs
Amplification factor of a JFET indicates how much more contror the gate vortage has over draincurrent than has the drain voltage. For instance, if the amplification factor of a JF-EZis 50, it meansthat gate voltage is 50 times as Lffective as the drain voltage in controlling the drain current.19'{4 Relation Arnong JFET parameters

The relationship among JFET parameters can be established as under :

Weknow p = #
Multiplying the numerator and denominator on R.H.s. by No,we get,

p = +-h "Y3 - 4vo' * L'o' av.r " LI, - TC ^ LVo

amptification rurtJ = 7i 
rr{;r"resisrance 

x transconducrance

#*@
n * the ratio oy rffiTili&irource

constant gate-source voltage i.e.

hich

:r,Oth

tof

rOSS

eof

mal

The

tor,

rain

gt

(

T-'H:1 1il:"Y!:::::':e sate votta.ge of 15 v is apptied ro a IFET the sate current isI o-t p,q. i na the .re si s tan* b r ir;;"" ;;;r' ;;;rrZ;l*;.
Sc.:iitf ir.;r3. Vo, = 15 V ; Ic = 10-3 trrA = lg-e A
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voltage llVrr) to the change in drain current (N) at

av^-
= -. -y!- at constant Vo,LIo

Forinstance, if achangeindrainvoltage of 2Y producesachangeindraincurrentof 0.02mA,then,

a.c. drain resistance, rd = 
^?^U 

, = 100 kO
0.02 mA

Referring to the output characteristics of a JFET in Fig. 19.8, it is clear that above the pinch off
voltage, the change rn I, is small for a change in V^ because the curve is almost flat. Therefore,
drain resistance of a JFET has a large value, ranging flom 10 kO to 1 MQ.

{i{i Tras}sconslu*tance ( 8 s, }. The control that the gate voltage has over the drain current is
measured by transconductance Sf s and is similar to the transconductance g,n of the tube. It may be
defined as follows :

It is the ratio of change in drain current (N) to the change in gate-source voltage (LV"r) at
constant drain-source voltage i.e.

a1^
Transconductance, gf, = TC at constantVo,

The transconductance of a JFET is usually expressed either in mA/volt or micromho. As an
example, if a change in gate voltage of 0.1 V causes a change in drain current of 0.3 mA, then,

Transconductance, gf, = tr# = 3mA/V = 3xlg-3A/VormhoorS (siemens)

= 3 x l0-3 x 106 p mho = 3000 p mho (or pS)

rijji AratpEif?catiost factcr t $i ). It is the ratio of change in drain-source voltage (AVDI to the
change in gate-source voltage (AyGs) at constant drain curuent i.e.

Amplification factor, p -- +:, ar consta nt Io
AVrt

Amplification factor of a JFET indicates how much more control the gate voltage has over drain
current than has the drain voltage. For instance, if the amplification factor of a JFEI is 50, it means
that gate voltage is 50 times as effective as the drain voltage in controlling the drain current.

19.14 Relation Among JFET Parameters
The relationship among JFET parameters can be established as under :

We know U =
LVos
LVot

Multiplying the numerator and denominator on R.H.S. by Nr, we get,

u = 
LVrs *L Io 

- 
LVo, * LIo

' LVo, A1, LI , AVo,

p = raX9f,
factor = a.c. drain resistance x transconductance

gate voltage of 15 V is applied to a JFET, the gate curuent is
gate and source.

Vo, = 15V; Ic = 10-3pA = 10-eA

@)
It is the ratio of change in drain-source

constant gate-source voltage i.e.

a.c. drain resistance, rd

hich
both

:e of

)TOSS
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rmal

The

ctor.

drain

l.e. amplification

E.r-anrtrtir f +"?" When a reverse
tO-' pA. Find the resistance between

>r:rit:tirri'i.
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Like, depletio'
Il?:T.f:Tl,,sh1y aoplt n resion-s are diffused into a tightlyI rrEfr rrry

1"f:* [|: t_"b:"*se.source-ano *ain u." tuk"n out through metaltic contacts ton-doped regions as sh in the Fig. 8.19. But the channel between two n-regions isabsent in the enhancemen\e MosrET. The sio2 layer is still ;;;;".r'o"?ri";;gate metallic platform fromgarc metal[c Platform irom thb-{g_gion between the drain and ,utr..", but now it issimply separated from a section of ihe p-tvoe marerialp-type material.

t- b I Basic operation and\ '/,//\----
Characteristics :

on application of drain to source volta# vos and keeping gate to source voltage
zeto by directly-connecting gate terminal to ihe r"olr.u terminal, practically zerocurrentflows-quite different from the depletion type MosFET and'JFET. If we increasemagnifude of Vcs h the positive directiot, tf,u concenlration of electrons near the Si O^surface increases. At particular value of vo, there is a measurable current flow ;#;r1drain and source. This value of vo, is callei threshold voltage denoted by vr. Thus wecan say that in an enhancement tyPe n-channel MosFET, a pisitive gate voltage above athreshold value iuduces a channel and hence the drain current by creating a thin layer ofnegative charges in the subltrlte region adjacent to the Si 02 layer, as shown in theFig' 8'20' The-conductivity of the channel is enhanced by increasing the gate to sourcevoltage and thus- pulling more electrons into the channel. For any voltage below thethreshold value, there is no channel.

Region depleted of
p - type caniers (holes)

16=0A,
G

+

lnsulating layer Holes repelled
by positive gate

Fig. 8.20 Channel formation in the n-channel enhancementtype MOSFET
Since the channel does not exist with Vcs = 0V and ,,enhanc *d;, by the application of

a positive gati to source voltage, this typ. tr MOSFET is called an enhaniement type
MOSFET.

Fig' 8.2L shbws the drain characteristics of an n-channel enhancement typeMOSFET.
Looking at Fig. 8-21, we can say that as Vo. increases beyond the threshold level, the
density of free carriers (electrons) in the induced channel increases, increasing the drain

Vcs

Electrons attracted to positive oate
(inducedn-channet)'/
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e
e
e
e
e
e
e
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current' However'l at some.Poi,,l-of Yns, for constant vcr, the drain current reaches asaturation level' The levellin g off of I; Ir d.:u to a pinch-off process, is as described
tr31?#1 

ttre IFET' Fig' 8'22iho-, p#.n off proc"rJ fo, n-channer enhancement type

11

10

I
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

:---Cuwe represents pinch ofi values

Vcs= +8V

Ves= +7V

Vcs= +6V

Vcs= +5V

10v 15V zov zsv vis
2Vv-6g= v, =

V,:o= +4V
VXf= +3V

Fig' 8'21 Drain characteristics of an n-channet enhancementtype MosFET

sjoz Pinch-off (beginning) Depletion region

Ie=oA
G

vcs

--rr-___

Fi$.8.22 Ghange in chann".llTrj:pretion regi2n with increasing rever of vfor a fixed vatue oifro

Iffi,Xj:,jl:#,,:n:,:r:1::^1i:,:_,::sti; for;.t"""el enhancemenr type MosFEr.ffi,'fi:rffilfrT?: if3il*dgffletion frrne L{nqtrtrT E^- ^- - ^r ! t

iffiTJ;;iT:t,:T#T;itiin thg positive Vr:s r€gion and Aq r^7o L-^,^, r J^^^ - ^ a 17positive v6s region and as we know Ip does no;;;Inur v,.o =cs=V'
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